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I. INTRODUCTION 

Many authors have reported results on the production of KR 

pairs in Trp interactions. 1-9 
 We studied those 	p interactions from 1.5 

to 4.3 BeV/c which produced a final state containing a KR pair. 

Our data consist of events obtained from almost 650 000pic - 

tures taken in the 72-inch hydrogen bubble chamber. Most of this data 

is contained in three groupings of beam momentum: 1.6 to 2.2 IBeV/c 

(16.3 events per 1b), 2.9 to 3.3 BeV/c (12.8 events per pb), and 3.8 to 

4.2 BeV/c (5.6 events per p.h). The data at low momentum are combined 

with th-g data of a previous experiment consisting of an exposure of 240 000 

pictures at beam momenta of 1.5 to 2.4 BeV,/c. 40 
 Figure i shows the 

number of detected events involving strange particles as a function of 

beam momentum for the two experiments. 

Many of the final states containing a KK pair proceed through 

some intermediate resonant state. Therefore the emphasis of this 

• paper is on the analysis of resonant states --the determinations of their 

production cross sections, decay branching ratios, and quantum numbers. 

Any complete theory of strong interactions will have to take such deter - 

• minations into account. In particular, the recently successful hypothesis 
41,12 of SU 3  symmetry 	can best be tested by determining quantum num- 

bers and branching ratios of resonant states. 

Section 11 describes (a) the axperimental setup, (h) the proce 

dures for handling events, and (c) the problems of acceptance, separa-

tion, efficiencies, and biases. 

In Section III we present the analysis of these data and results. 

The three - and four -body final states we discuss are 

i +p pK° K 	 Kdecay seen 	• 	 (Ia). 

pl( ° K 	 K o  decay not seen 	 (Ib) 

nK ° R ° 	 BothK decays seen 	 (2) 

nKK 	 Charged Kdecay seeh 	 (3) 

pK+K 	 Charged K decay seen 	 (4) 

K °1  decay seen 	 (5) 

pK ° R ° rr 	 Both K °4  decays seen 	 (6a) 

pK ° R ° ir 	 One K decay seen 	 (6b) 
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(c) The two combined. 



r + p - nKRO m 	 K.decay seen 	 (7) 
nK0KTr+ 	 K decay seen 	 (8) 

For the three-body final states we present Dalitz plots, Chew-Low plots, 

and effective -mass distributions, and we analyze the resonant states 

produced. We calculate density matrix elements forthe A 2  meson, and 

discuss the enhancements observed at low KR mass. The four-body 

final states irolvir a nitral 1ir sy th t 	tiô}c (7) áid (8}. show' 'Y 

evidence for the production and decay of the E and D mesons. We pre- 

sent this evidence and attempt to determine the quantum numbers of each 

meson. We also give cross sections for most of the final states and for 

production of resonant states. 

3 	 - - - 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES 

A. Beam 

'3 
A detailed description of the beam design is given elsewhere. 

The beam-transport system contained two electrostatic separators whose 

primary purpose was to separate out a K beam. When a r beam was 

desired, we used the..separators ..to.varyhe beam intensity, in the bubble 

chamber. The p.  contamination is discussed in Sec. III. B. 

• 

B. Scanning, Measuring, and Fitting 

The events were found by scanners who searched each frame 

of the film for reaction topologies indicating strange-particle production. 

These topologies include either the decay of a neutral particle (appear-

ing as a vee in the chamber) or the decay of a charged particle (appear-

ing as a momentum change in a charged track) or both. 

The events were measured on the Franckenstein;and SMP meas- 

uring devices, and the measurements were analyzed by the standard 

Alvarez Group programs, 	which produce a set of possible hypotheses 

for each event. The hypotheses were compared on the :basis of x2 tests 

converted to confidence levels so that hypotheses of different constraint 

classes could be compared. 

C. Ambiguities and Failures 

After the first measurement about 467o of the events involving 

strange particles were ambiguous 15  and about 25% of the events had 

failed. 16  The ambiguous events for all strange-particle topologies were 

• 	looked at on the scan table by a physicist, graduate student, or experi- 

enced scanner for those cases in which the ambiguity might be resolved 

on the basis of track bubble density. 
17  Although the bubble density of a 

track is the most useful tool for resolving ambiguous events, we were 

able to resolve some by taking into account the size of a 8 ray made by 

a particle, interactions and decays of particles, expected distance of 	• 

travel of a particle that decays, and relative cross sections of competing 

processes. About 1710 of the (46%)  ambiguous events were completely 

resolved in this manner, leaving 38% of the final sanp1e ambiguous. 18 
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The events that failed the first time were measured again, with 

60% of this sample failing again. When events failed twice they were 

looked at on the scan table. Most of them were found not to involvc 

strange particles, but about zs% of them have no apparent explanation 

for failure. 	These unexplained events represent only 3.8% of the 

total sample. 

D. Special Treatment for Events Containing a KR Pair 

After the foregoing processes were completed, some events 

fit best the hypothesis (highest confidence level) that there was a KR 

pair. in the final state. All such events not previously examined on the 

scan table were so examined to check for consistency with the hypothesis 

chosen by the programs. Ninety-five percent of those events with a 

visible K O  decay were consistent, but only 55% of those events detected 

only by a visible decay of a charged K were consistent. By checking 

events on the scan table, we resolved nearly all the cases of ambiguity 

between A and K °  decay (most of them in favor of A decay). 

E. Acceptance Criteria and Corrections 

In order to determine cross sections and make meaningful 

analyses, it is important to treat all events in a uniform manner and to 

properly weight each event to correct for similar ones which have 

escaped detection. It is particularly important to separate competing 

hypotheses in such a way that the number of misassigned hypotheses is 

minimized. 

i. Separation ofCompeting Hypotheses 

Table I shows the hypotheses tried for those topologies which could 

include a KR pair. These hypotheses fall into two groups: (a) those in 

which there is a fit at the production vertex and(b) those in which two or 

more undetected neutral particles are produced (mm hypotheses). Those 

• from group (a) have a x2 calculated in a straightforward way. This X is 

corrected for a slight underestimation in errors and is then converted into 

a confidence level. Those in group (b) have a confidence level ca1culaed 

mainly on the basis of whether there is enough missing energy and momentum 
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V 

Table I. 	Attempted hypotheses. AS 

2 Prongs + I neutral decay 2 Prongs F 2 neutral decays 2 Prongs I I charged decay 

Observed Observed OI,served 
Final state decay Final state 	decays Final State decay 

AKrr A AK 0 or + or 	 A,K O  Z K+ 

E0Kor A K ° or 5 or 	 A,KO EtK000c 

AK 4 or ° or :A AK0 or + 01 0 10  7 	A, Koo E ± r+ mm 

AK0U+0 AorK AK0C+1r+rnm 	A,K O  AKrT 

°K°oror Ko pK ° R ° or 	 K°1,K 0K+or 

AK+or+mm A pK°°or°or K±or++mn 

Aio+orfmm A nK0R0or+rr nKK KorK 
K0or+or+mm K KK+mm K 	or 

pK ° K K °  2 Prongs + 
I charged decay 
I neutral decay 

pK °° or K °  K 	+mrrI 
Observed 

pK ° Kor °  K °  Final state 	decays pK ° K K - 

nK±K0orF K° Y,±Ko+ 	 K ° , 1  pK +nim  

pK ° or+mm K° ±k00+ 	 K°,E1 
- . . charged decay. 

pl( ° K +mm K °  ± 
K ° rr+mm 	K ° ,E 

- 
K±Koor+ + mm K 

	

- 	 - 
. 	AKrr 	EOK+or 	A, K+ Final state 

Observed 
decay 

4 Prongs + I neutral decay 
+0  

. 	AK or or 	 A,K K 	or 	or 

Observed 
+- 	 + AK or +mm- 	A,K 

,± 	+4- 
K 

± 

Final state decay nK±K0 rr T 	 K, K± 
± Krr+rrrr 

AK+or+oror A K±K0or+ +mm 	K, K± AK+ or + oror  

E0K+or+or5 A pK ° K 	 K, K 0 K+ or + orn 	. 

pKK ° oror K pK ° Krr ° 	 K,K pK 5Kor K+ or K 

No prongs + 2 neutral decays pK 0  K +rnm 	K 01 ,K
-  + 	- pK 	K 	or o  or

- 
K

+ 
 or K 

Observed 
• pK0K or + or  

• inal state decays 4 Prongs + 
I charged decay - pKo 	+ 	- 

K 	or. or 
+ 

K 1 neutral decay 
A ° K ° . T ° K °  A, K • nK 	Kor 4 or K 	or 

AK °  or 0 . A, K • 	Final state 	decays 

AK °  +mm A, K 	• ±K0or+or+or 	• 	K, 

nK ° K° K°,K°1 1  AK+rr+oror 	A,K  

K °R °  +mm K,K°1. 0K+or + oror 	A , K+ 

pKtK0orf0r 	K, K 	• . 

V 
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to be consistent with two missing neutrals. Most of the ambiguity is 

between hypotheses of the same constraint class. For the relatively 

few events with ambiguity between hypotheses of differing constraint 

class, examination on the scan table has shown that nearly all of them 

are actually the hypothesis with larger constraint class. Therefore we 

have accepted the highest constrained fit with a confidence level above 

0.005 as the most likely hypothesis for each event. 

If we call an event ambiguous only if two or more hypotheses 

of the highest constraint class have confidence levels above 0.005, then 

nearly all of the ambiguous events involving a KK pair come from the 

one -constraint production fits in which one or no K 0  's have decayed 

visibly in the chamber. Table II shows how the events divide into am-

biguous and unambiguous classes for the three large momentum inter-

vals of this experiment. 

The events detected only by the presence of a charged K decay 

are usually highly ambiguous. The pK+K1r  final states are fitted by 

four constraints so they are an exception. The nK+K_  events at low 

beam momentum (lower than 2.2 BeV/c) have had most of the ambigui-

ties resolved on the scan table so that they also represent a reliable 
- 	 - 

sample. The nK + 
	+ - + 

iT K , nK K iT 	, and pK + - 
0 

iT
-  

K ii 	final states higher 

than 2.9 BeV/c represent such highly ambiguous samples that no further 

analysis was attempted on them. 

The pK ° K ° ir (only one K decay observable) and pK ° K °  

final states are often ambiguous with each other. In order to determine 

the cross contamination of events of these types, we generated Monte 
20 

Carlo events of these types using the program FAKE. 	For the Monte 

Carlo events the higher confidence level choice was wrong for only about 

25% of the ambiguous events, and the cross contaminations were about 

equal in both directions. We conclude that there is less than 4% cross 

contamination in these final states at 2.9 to 3.3 BeV/c, and less than 

00 at 3.8 to 4.2 BeV/c. 

The nK±K01r+  events present a more difficult problem because 

they are often ambiguous with the AK0IT+iT  or E0K0r+iT  final states as 

well as with each other. Again Monte Carlo events were generated by 

FAKE for the four final states at the two momen-turn intervals. On the 
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Table II. Unambiguous and ambiguous evcnts. 

Observed 1.8-2.2 BeV/c 2.9-3.3 BeV/c 3.8-4.2 BeV/c 

• 	 Final .state decays Unamb. Total Unamb. Total Unamb. Total. 

pK ° K. K °  112 113 228 	. 228 95 95 

pK ° K K . 	 36 42 35 44 13 17. 

nK °°  K ° , K °  68 • 	 68 200 201 66 • 	 68' 

pK ° K ° rr K °  orK 0  I I 105 119 58 • 	 80 

pK°° 1T K ° , R °  0 0 27 27 30 	• 30 

pK °Kr°  K °  3 3 103 108 48 63 

pK+K Tr  K+ 0 0 	• 27 31 20 21 

pK+K,T 
• 	 K 	• 2 • 	 2 33 34 22 22 

2 . 	 2 84 128 50 89 

nK0Kr+ K °  0 0 77 108 41 92 

nK+K K+ 34 	. 40 24 48 13 29 

nK+K_ K 39 44 66 111 35 62 

•R° 	• ••0 0 4 	• 7 14 •.17 

K+R0 • 	 K+ .0 0 3 5 	•.. 2 . 	 6 

pK0Kirir • 	 K 0  0 0 11 12 26 32 

pK 0 K ir  K 0 0 5 7 8 17 

pK 0 R 0 Tr 0 Tr K ° , °  0 0 3 3 10 10 

nK0R0Tr+ir K°,° . 	 0 0 3 3 13 13 

pK +K 1T 0 Tr  K+ 0 0 1 1 4 6 

pK+K r 0,T  . 
. 	 0 0 . 	 I 4• 4 7 

nK+K l  . 
. 	 0 0 0 1 3 II 

nK+Kr 
. 	 0 0 8 . 	 11 18 32 
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basis of these Monte Carlo events, we conclude that at 2.9 to 3.3 :Bev/c 

the nK+0lTT  and  nK0Kr+  final states are about 3% contaminated and 

that the numbers of events are low by 5%±5%. At 3.8 to 4.2 BeV/c the 

contamination is about 1 7% and the numbers of events are too low by 

14% ± io%. 

For most cases the problem of separating the one-constraint 

fits from the missing-mass hypotheses is not a difficult one. Figure 2 

is a set of histograms of the square of the missing mass for events 

which fit best to a hypothesis with one or more missing neutral particles. 

The shaded events are those which the program has chosen to be a 

missing-mass hypothesis. In all cases the separation is extremely good. 

The amount of contamination or loss in the events with constrained fits 

is believed to be negligible. We have also investigated the possibility of 

cross contamination between (for example) pK o K -  iro 	+— o and K K i -+ mm 

by looking at all K+R01r_  +mm events. We tried fitting these events as 

pK °K +mm and looked at a histogram of the square of the missing mass 

from this hypothesis. In no case did we find a peak in any such distribu-

tion which corresponded to .a single neutral particle. 

Geometric Criteria 

In order to reduce the scanning and measuringbiases we used 

only those events whose production and decay vertices fall within their 

• respective fiducial volumes. This criterion reduced the number of 

usable events by about 15%. We also removed another 116 of the events 

by demanding that the beam track dip less than 20  away from the hori-

zontal plane. This procedure ensured an almost monochromatic beam. 

In order to get rid of e+e_  pairs from photon conversions that fake K O  

decays, we removed a handful of events for which the laboratory opening 
- 	 0 angle between the ir + 

and ii tracks from the K 1  decay was less than 1.5 0 . 

Escape Correction and Length Cutoff for the K O  

The question of weighting events to take length cutoffs and 

escape corrections into account has been discussed in detail by Schwartz. 21 

We demand that the K decays more than 0.5 cm from the producti.on 

vertex because the scanning efficiency is nearly constant for events with 

a neutral track longer than 0.5 cm. For each observed K, an event 
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Fig. 2. Histogram of the square of the invariant mass of undetected 

neutrals recoiling-against (a) K °1K, (b) pK?K, (c) pK, and 

(d) KK rt Shading indicates which hypothesis the computer 

chose. Arrows indicate the mass squared of the single neutral. 
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14 

is weighted by 

= 13 1 (e T - eflCT) 	
(9) 

and for each unseen neutralK, an event is weighted by 

2 = (I -b 1 ) + b1 e1CT 	
(10.) 

where I = distance from production vertex to edge of decay fiducial volume, 

L = minimum length cutoff, 

• rl = (momentum of K)/(mass of K 1 ), 

= velocity of light, 

T = lifetime (0.881 4010  sec) (Ref. 22), 

• 	 b 1  fraction of time K9 - 	(Ref. 23). 

For convenience we have individually weighted the events by b 1 W 1  and 

(1 - b 1 )W 2  so we are dealingwith weights close to 1.0. A typical value 

for b 
1  W  1 

 is 1.10 and a typical value for (I - b 1 ) W 2  is 0.99. Only ex-

tremely rarely does b 1 W 1  exceed 1.5. Thus when we use weighted 

events to determine cross sections, the bulk of the effect of the weight 

comes from the branching ratio. 

F. Efficiencies 

This section is a discussion of the two efficiencieswhich are 

always present in the analysis of bubble chamber film: (a) the efficiency 

with which scanners find and record events and (b) the efficiency with 

which the analysis system yields usable events. 

1. Scanning.Efficiency 

By scanning efficiency for an event topology we mean the prpba.-

bility that an average scanner would find and record an average good 

event of that topology. The entire sample of film was scanned twice in 

ç 	 order to calculate the scanning efficiency. The calculation of the scan- 

ning efficiency is somewhat complicated by the fact that a good many 

events are recorded that don!t  involve strange particles The detailed 

analysis described by Hardy 24  was used on these data, it consists of a 
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fit to several parameters relating the actual number of good and ba,d 

events and the probabilities of each being found and recorded. The 

scanning efficiencies for the different topologies are presented in 

Table III. 

2. Analysis-System Efficiency 

There areseveral reasons whyan otherwise perfectly good 

recorded event does not get included in the final data: 

It is unmeasurable. In this case one of the tracks may be too 

short or obscured. 

It is unobtainable.: In this case the film may be damaged, lost, 

or loaned to another institution when further analysis needs to be done. 

It is lost. In rare cases an event gets erased from a tape or is 

somehow lost from the system. Repeated checks have kept this attrition 

to well below 1°7 of the events. 
• 	

These three effects are combined with the unexplained events to give a 

• 	total correction of 5.6%±L5%. 

G. Consistency Checks and Biases 	: 

A number of donsistencychecks are possible on these data. 

Confidence levels should be distributed uniformly if the fitted pararn- 

• 

	

	eters have normal probability distributions. Figure 3 shows histograms 

of the confidence levels for some of the fits. The Trp - pKK and 
0 	+- K 1 	r confidence -level distributions differ slightly from uniformity 

for two reasons: (a) There is a slight overcorrection to the errors 

leading to a distribution favoring higher confidence levels. (b) The 

non-Gaussian distribution of errors due to Coulomb scattering and 

• 

	

	chamber turbulence leads to an excess of events at small confidence 

level. 

• 	 If there were no scanning biases we would expect the K O  to 

decay isotropic ally in its center of mass. Figure 4 is a histogram of 

the decay cosine. The distribution is consistent with isotropy. 

• 	 Another check is made by attempting to determine the K O  

lifetime by a maximum lke1ihood fit to the proper time distribution of
-10 the K decays. Such a fit yields (0.873 ± 0.043)X 10 	.sec, which is 

certainly consistent with the accepted value of (0.881±0.010)X  10
0 
 sec. 
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Table III. 	Scanning efficiency. 

Topology Scanning efficiency (%) 

Two prongs, one neutral decay 92.4±0.5 

Four prongs, one neutral decay 92.4±2.4 

No prongs, two neutral decays 93.6±0.8 

Two prongs, two neutral decays 89.8±2.1 

Two prongs, one positive decay, 87.1±2.7 
one neutral decay 

• 	 Two prongs, one negative decay, 90.5 ± 1.6 
one neutral decay 

• 	 Two prongs, one positive decay 84.9 ± 1.6 

Two prongs, one negative decay • 	 88.1±0.8 

Four prongs, one positive decay 93.2±2.2 

Four prongs, one negative decay 97.2±1.0 

$ 

S • 
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A number of the final states represent inherently biased sam-

ples. All those events which are detec;ted only because of a charged -K 

decay in, the chamber are biased toward events having charged K's with 

low momentum. This is because the mean decay path of the charged. K 

is typically several meters, but the typical length in which it can be 

observed is about 50 cm. . We have eliminated .thisbias in the pK ° K 

and pK0K± rr final states by accepting for analysis Only those events 

where the K decays in the chamber. Even though the nK+K and 

pK+K_Tr_ final states are biased, the bias isn't strong enough to signif-

icantly distort the mass distributions from phase space. The cross 

sections for these final states have been estimated by using Monte Carlo 

events fromFAKE. 	. 

Most scanning biases associated with observing the K O  decay 

are corrected by using events in the fiducial volumes and weighting 

events. 

H. Fitting Masses, Widths, and Amounts of Resonances 

The events of the three-body final states were treated by a 

program2  that makes a simultaneous maximum likelihood fit to the 

masses, widths, and amounts of several resonant processes. This 

program was used only on the three-body final states because the num-

ber of events in any one four-body final state isn't high enough to pro-

vide a precise fit. The fits were made to S-wave Breit-Wigner shapes. 

We didn't fold in any correction for resolution. 
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III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Final States Observed 

Table IV gives the numbers and weighted numbers of those 

final state fits .containing a KK pair. The weighted numbers do not 
- 

include a weight for the branching ratio of K 	
+ 

- ir ir 

Total Cross Sections 

In order to determine the production cross sections, we 

scanned every fifth frame of one fifth of the total number of rolls 

The scanners counted and recorded the number of interactions, the 

number of interactions leading to strange-particle final states, and the 

number of noninteracting tracks for each frame scanned. 

Two main problems arise in such a cross section determina-

tion: (a) The total path length is difficult to estimate because of an un-

known amount of 	cOntamination. This difficulty can be eliminated by 

normalizing the total cross section to a value well determined by other 

experimenters. This approach introduces the second problem. (b) 

Many of the very-small -angle elastic scatters are counted as noninter - 
26 

acting tracks. Jacobs has considered this problem in detail. 

We decided to use Jacobs's results to calculate our cross sec-

tions by normalizingto.the total cross sections reported by Diddens 
27 	 28 

etal. 	and Citronet al. 	It is then possible to calculate the 1j -con- 

tamination and check for consistency with an estimation based on the 

geometry of the experimental setup. A further check is made by corn- 

• 	paring our values.with the value of 3.41o± 1.8% reported by Miller et al, 

at a beam momentum of 2.7 BeV/c, The results of such a calculation 

are shown in Table V. The muon contamination has been calculated on 

the assumption that all 's come from the decay T 	T +v occurring 

so that the laboratory momentum of the muon is greater than 90% of 

the beam momentum and is directed through the bubble chamber window. 

The values are all in reasonably good agreement. We estimate the K 

contamination to be well under 1.016 because only two possible T .decays 

have been observed in the entire experiment (both around 2.0 B€V/c) 
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Table IV. 	Weighted and unweighted nun bers of events in the 
final states containing a KK pair. 

1.8-2.2 Be Lc  2:-.3iY/ 3.8-4.2 BcV/c 

No. No. No. 
No. weighted No. weighted No. weighted 

Final state events events events events events events 

pK ° K 155 175.0 272 302.9 112 122.7 

nK 0 R °  68 92.8 201 253.9 68 84.0 
nK+K 84 84.0 159 159.0 91 91.0 

pKK TT 1 2.0 65 65.0 43 43.0 

pK ° R 0 rrT 1 1.4 146 200.3 110 143.2 

pK ° K °  3 3.6 108 123.1 63 70.8 
nK+t07T 2 2.3 128 147.8 89 101.5 
nK 0 K 	. . -- 

-- 108 122.6 92 104.1 
p +g0_ -- -- 

11 12.0 19 21.1 
pK 0 K 	. -- 

-- 13 14.3 38 40.7 

pK ° R ° Tr ° Tr . 	-- -- 3 4.0 9 11.7 

nK9 °  -- . -.- 2 2.5 11 13.9 
pK+K0 -- . 	-- 5 5.0 13 13.0 
nK+K+ 	. -- -- 12 120 43 43.0 

pK ° +mrn - . 	-- 7 7.8 18 20.1 

pK °K+mm 3 4.2 13 146 19 21.7 

+mm 1 1.1 12 13.5 10 10.9 
KOK_++mm 1 	. 1.2 48 21.1 23 26.5 

K O R O  +mm 1 1.5 49 64.4 40 51.2 
K+K+mm 9 9.0 44 44.0 	. 21 21,0 

pK+mm 7 7.0 24 24.0 21 21.0 
K+ 	+mrn 34 34.0 115 115.0 	. 62 62.0 
K++mm 4 4.0 47 	. 47.0 20 20.0 

a 	Dashes mean looked for but not found y 

I 



Table V. Muon contamination. 

• 	 ; 	 Caft.ulation from 
Beam momentum 	Estimation from geometry. 	path length 

(BeV/c) 

• 	. 	. 	 2.0 	 2.8 	 .. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 

• 	. 	 3A 	 2.7 	 .. . 	. 	42 

4.0 	. 	.. 	•2.6 	' 	. 	 3±z.' 

The, events were divided into 12 momentum intervals on the 

	

• 	basis of roll number for determining total cross sections. These inter - 

vals were combined into, three larger intervals for determining cross 

sections for resonance production. The detection efficiencies for the 

	

• 	pKtKir events were determined by the program FAKE, which gener- 

ated ZOO events at each of two beam momenta.  

Table VI gives.the cross.sections for the final states listed. 

These cross sections are also displayed in Figs. 5 and 6 along with 

those reported by other experimenters.. The errors arc stat stical 

only. We believe that the systematic errors are probably less than s%. 
The three-body cross sections increase from threshold, and 

.then level out and start to fall around 3 BeV/c. The four -boci.y cross 

sections increase from threshold and give some indication of leveling 

off around 4 BeV/c. The five-body cross sections appear to be still 

'rising around 4 BeV/c. 

C. Coordinate 'Frames and Conventions  

Figure 7(a) defines the production angle and production normal 

in theoverall center -of -mass system. Figure 7(b) defines the angles 

t 	' 	' 0 and for the three-body final states; the angle is defined to he the 

same as.the Treiman-Yang angle. 29 Figire 7(c) defines the angle OkV 

used to anal yze the resonant slates dt'-cayi ng into KKrr. 

l•or 	I ie'itral system decaying i nt) KR, W c 'c'XI.Mct (lIIJ(r.(t1t 

r1atiVe.rates of decay into KK, 	 and K K 	These 



Table VI. Fina1state cross sections (sb). a 

1615 4940 1980 2050 2140 2605 2860 3010 3125 3210 3885. 4160 
+25 ± 2  5 *35 ± 3 0 ±50 1. 25 ±35 +50 ±50 ±35 *45 *30 

- 	Microbarns .413 .260 .352 .200 1.19 .335 .959 .387 .287 .148 .398 .323 ' - 	
per event ±.053 ±.020 ±.055 ±016 ±.13 ±.029 *.081 ±036 .020 ±008 ±040 ±028 

• 	
'' 	 pk ° K 1.6 29.9 31.0 34.5 30.4 52.3 89.8 85.0 53.7 63.1 79.9 53.8 

± 1.6 ±6.0 ±8.0 *5.9 ±12.0 ±9.2 ± 19.9 *13.6 ±8.4 *7.0 ±13.1 *9.2 

nK O K O  4.3 10.8 21.1 16.1 28.4 29.6 57.7 39.9 49.0 45.3 42.4 31.6 
±2.6 ± 3.1 ±5.9 ±3.5 * 10.6 ± 6.z ± 14.0 * 7.8 ±7.4 ±5.3 +8.3 ±6.1 

nK+R05_ -- -- 1.3 .73 16.6 38.8 37.2 31.1 44.6 73.5 64.0 
± 1.3 * .73 14.8 ± 13.1 ±8.2 *6.4 ±5.8 * 14.5 ± 11.9 

nKK0 e + -- -- -- -- 
-- 14.0 21.4 30.6 22.7 36.4 71.4 69.1 . 

±4.4 *9.0 ± 7.4 *5.4 ±5.1 ± 14,3 ± 42.5 

pKKs -. -- -- -- 2.1 -- 6.1 3 .. . 8.6 12.3 17.9 
± 1.6 . ± 2.8 ±2.0 ± 2.1 • 	±4.0 *4.5 

pK 5 K ° Tr 
1 	2 

-- -- -- 2.5 . 	3.1 9.0 13.1 21.1 44.2 3 1. 8 13.7 
±2.5 ± 1.4 ±5.0 * 3.8 ±4.0 . 	*2.7 ±6.0 ±4.8 

-- -- -- 1.5 . 	4.6 5.2 25.4 28.3 22.9 35.2 35.4 47.3 
* 1.1 *4.6 ± 2.6 ±9.9 ±6.8 * 5.1 ±4.8 * 8.0 ± 8.5 

pK+K_ -- -- -- -- 
-- 3.0 21.0 25.0 27.0 38.0 63.0 75.0 

±2.6 ± 13.0 ±13.0 * 10.0 * 10.0 • ±20.)) ± 20.0 

3.1 2.1 5.7 12 8 
± 1.8 	. ± 1.1 * 3.0 ±4.0 

p ° K . ae -- . 	-- -- -- -- 3.6 . 	-- 1.0 3.8 43.6. 17.5 
*3.6 *1.0 * 1.5 *4.5 ±4.8 

pKKe ° s -- -- 00 -- -- -- -- -- .95 .95 5.0 4.9. 
±95 ±75 ±2.6 ±2.3 

nKOK0 s + s  -- -- -- -- -- -- 

I 
-- .87 3 . 

. *70 	• ±2.3 ±2.8 

a. 	. Dashes in the table Indicate that no esents were found. . . 
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Fig. 7. Coordinate frames, (a) Production system in the proctuction 

center of mass (b) Decay system of ther KR in the KR center of.  

mass (c) Decay system of the KKii in the KR centei of mass 
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rates, which depend on the isotopic spin and G-parity of the system, 

are given below. 

	

KK 	K O K O  K O KO 	K°1I 

G+ 	-  
=0 on 	 0 

0 	0 

	

D. 	p- pK ° K or nK ° R °  

The effective-mass histograms and Dalitz plots for the final 

state pKK are shown for the three momentum intervals in Fig. S. 

Only those events in which there is an observed K O  decay. are included 

in the figure. The low momentum (1.6 to 2.4 BeV/c) data include events 

from the ir72 experiment. The effective-masS histograms and Dalitz 

plots for the nK O K O  final state are shown in Fig. 9. Since the K's are 

indistinguishable, we have plotted two points per event in the nK .O  histo-

grams and Dalitz plots. The parameters for thebest fits are given in 

Table VII. Numbers without errors have been fixed in the fit. 

The mass and width of theY(1520) come out so close to the 

accepted values 22  of 1518.9 MeV and 16 MeV that we have used the 

accepted values in our fitting. The resolution in the mass of the NK 

system is only a.few MeV in the region of 1520 MeV, so that the finite 

resolution doesn't affect seriously any.of the fits.. The resolution in the 

KK system is about 10 MeV in the A 2  mass region. 

Our best values for the mass and width of the A are 

M = 1317.2±4.0 MeVand F =47±18 MeV. The mass and width of the 

A O  are more difficult to determine because there are fewer events, but 

the values of M = 1315.7±10.8 MeV and F = 80.5±36.5 MeV given by the 

program are consistent with the mass and width of theA 2 . A consistent 

value of the width for which the curves are drawn is F = 50 ± 20 MeV. 

This width is smaller than the value of 80± 20 MeV reported by Chung 30  

and the value of 100 MeV reported in Ref. 31. Both of these determina-

tions come from observations of the pir decay mode of the A 2 . The 

possibility that the enhancements in the.lTp and KR mass spectra are 
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Table Vtt 	Resonance fits in the final states pKK and 

Momentum 
Final interval Resonance Mass Width Amount 

state (BeV/c) system (MeV) (MeV) (°1) 

16-24 pK 45173±16 120±22 28±4 

pK 451.5 2±3 0 15 1 ±3 4 20±4 
293 KK 1316 5±3 7 326±114 

- pK 15189 16 20± 

pKK 2 9-3 3 K ° K 50 28±5 

pK 15489 16 9±4 

3..,8 -4. 2. K O K • 1317 	. . 	50 	. 6±7. 

pK 1815 50 45±6 

2 7-4 5 KK 13172±4 0 470±17 7 -- 

982.1±6.0 32.5±30.0- . 	0± 	i. 	--. 

nK 0  15189 16 5±2 
1 982 30 50±41 

nK O  15189 16 5±2 

2.9-3.3 KK- 982 30 	-. 0 

-: 	-- KK 1317. . 50 '0±5 . .- - . . .. 

nK O  15189 46 2±1 

- . 	.. .. K
O K O 9.2 .: 	3.0 .- -25±5 

3.8-4.2 * 

.. 

K 6 K 0 1317 50 1.0+ 

.nK 0 	.. . 1815 . 	.. 	SQ  

2 7-4 5 K O KO 108 	805±365 -- 



caused by different resonant processes still seems remote to us even 

though it is difficult to assign a consistent width to the two enhancc:rnents. 

Table VIII presents the cross sections for resonance production 

in the three broad momentum intervals. Our data are consistent with the 

prediction that Y(1520) decay occurs equally often into pK and nK 0 . 

The curve on Fig. 9(c) has a slight bump at 1815 MeV. This is the 

amount of the Y( 1815) resonance we would expect on the basis of the 

amount we see in the pK channel. 

1.. A2 -KK 

The KR decay mode of the A 2  has been discussed in preceding 
33 

papers. 32, 
	

Figure 10 shows the Chew-Low plots for the two final 

states at the three momentum intervals. The most striking feature of 

these data is the tendency for events in the A 2  mass region to he pro-

duced with low values of A 2•  Figure 11 presents the angular correla-

tions for those events with a KR effective mass in the interval 1267 to 

1367 MeV. We have used weighted events but have not indicated errors 

since the average weight is about 1.1 for the K ° K events and 1.2 for the 

K O R O  events. 

There were enough events at 2.9 to 3.3 BeV/c in the pKK 

final state to make a fit to the elements of the density matrix. The con-

ventions used for the density matrix are discussed in Appendix A. With 

these conventions and the assumption that 	= 2+, the decay angular 

distribution in the A 2  rest frame is given by 

dN rs 	2 	21 	ris 	.4 
- 	(l_2pIl_2pz2)1T._-(3cos 9-1) j ±p22116—sin 6 

+ 	sin2  6 cos 2  eJ+ Re(p20) [ (3 cos 2  0-1) sin g  Q cos2j 

• 	rIs 	.4 	1 	115.2 	2 
+ p22 LI---- sin 6 cos4 	

+ p1-1 L4- sin (9 cos 6 cos 

+ Re(p10){-J(3  cos 2  6 -1) sin6 cos 6 cos] , 

where 0 and 4 are as defined in Fig. 7(b). The fit was a maximum- 
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Table VIII. Resonance cross sections in the final statvs 
pK K - and nKK. 

Momenturn 	Cross section 
Processes 	(BeV/c) 	 (kb) 

2.9-3.3 	18.2 ±4.0 
-* pA, A 	K°K 	

3 8-4 2 	17. 1±4 7 

1.8-2.2 	• 31.6±8 
• 	

• 	 iT p - 	n + KK threshold enhancement 2.9-3.3 30.0±10 

3.8-4.2 36.0 ± 15 

2.9 -3.3 • 36.2 ± 10 
nA, AO 	KR 

3 8-42 17 6±9 

1.8-2.2 20.8± 

irp - 	Y(1520) K ° , 	Y(1520) 	NK 2 9-3 3 24 2±5 

3.8-4.2 12.2±6 

- 	* 2.9-3.3 2.6±2.0 
ii p - 	Y 0 (1815) K ° , 	Y 0 (181.5) 	NR 

3 8-4 2 20 0±8 
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likelihood fit to the weighted events. We subtracted background by 

taking events on each side of the A 2  region. The results of such a.it 

are given in Table IX. All the parameters except p11•  and I - Zp11 - 2p 22  

are consistent with being zero. The production angular distribution 

strongly suggests production of the A 2  by some exchange mechanism. 

The fact that the dominant decay mode of the A 2  is rrp makes the p 

meson a prime candidate for the particle exchanged in Fig. 12(a). 

Note also that the relative rates of production for A O  and A are con-

sistent with the ratio of 2 to I predicted on the basis of p  exchange. 

Pure p  exchange would 'tpredict" that p  is 1/2 and all other coefficients 

but p1 4 are zero. But the data are inconsistent with pure p  exchange. 

\., Possible explanations for this behavior are (a) an interfering background 

or (b) the possibility that absorption effects modify the angular distribu-

tion. 	The angular distribution for w-decay in the reaction 

(which we expect to be xñediated by p-exchange) is known to be signi.fi-

cantly modified by absorption. 	Our data are not plentiful enough to 

warrant the laborious calculation involved in predicting the effects of 

absorption in the production of a 2+  particle by p-exchange. 

The curves on the angular distributions of Figs. 11(b) and 11(c) 

are for the values of the density matrix elements given in Table. IX. The 

distributions are for unsubtracted data because the fit .is adequate. The 

asymmetry in the decay cosine histogram is, in part, due to the over-

lapping region of the A and Y(i.52O). The overlapping bands can he 

seen on the Dalitz plot of, Fig. 8(k). 

From the decay angular distributions for the A 2  (Fig. 11) we 

can determine the possible quantum numbers of the A2 . Two points 

have been plotted per event in the A O  histograms since the K O  's are 

indistinguishable. The K OK O  decay mode tells us immediately that 

JP(G) = even+(+) for the A 2 . Since the K ° K decay ensures that 1 1, 

we know I G 
 = I -  . The A2  decay angular distribution is inconsistent 

with being isotropic so that J = 0 is ruled out. The lowest set of quantum 

numbers consistent with the data is JGJP = 12+ .  

The curve onFig. 11(e) is what one would expect for pseudo- 

1. 

scalar exchange with a small S-wave background.. However, no known 

pseudoscalar particle is capable of mediating the reaction. An exchanged 
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Table IX. 	Fits to the density matrix elements 
for the A 2 at 2.9-3.3 BeV/c. 

Parameter Best fit 

O.38O.5 

O.IO±OO8 

pil 
O.Z+O.O7 

Re [p20 ] 0.02 ± 0.06 

-0.04±0.09 

-0.06±0.10 

Re{p21 ] 0.06±0.07 

Re[p 1 ] 0.00±0.07 

Re [p10] 0.05 ± 0.07 



(a) 

(b) 
V 0  

p 

MUB-11241 

Fig. 12. Exchange diagrams for (a) meson production and (b) hyperon 

production. 



or 

Tr meson fails to conserve G-parity at the 	vert x and in ex - 

changed rj meson fails to conserve charge at either vértex It may he 

that p-exchange modified by absorption will be able to explain A O  pro -  = 
duction. 

Least-squares fits of Legendre polynomials have bt n made to 

the angular distributions in F.gs 11(b), 1.1(e), 11(h), and 1.1(k) 	The 

values of the fitted parameters are given in Tabic X. In all 

fourth-order fit is adequate, and for A 0  decay it is pref rred 

The branching ratio 

(A - K) 
(12) 

(A2 -pr) 

33 has been previously reported 	On the basis of these final data md the 

data of Chung, 30 
 we can now report the value R, -  0 05 ±0 0t 	I his 

value is of particular interest because it represents the extent to which 

A-parity 36  is violated in A2  decay.  

Z A 1 -'K ° K 

A search for the K °K decay mode of the A was rntde in this 

experiment Our data are consistent with no decay of the A into K ° K, 

so we have calculated upper limits to the cross sections for thc prot ss 

i'p-' A;p, A 	K ° K 	At 2.0.  BeV/c the upper limit is 1.4 j.b, at I 

BeV/c it is 0.9 bib, and at 4.0 BeV/c it is 0.7 4b. These numb rs rp-

resent one -standard -deviation upper limits 

By using the data of Chung 3°  at 4.2 BeV/c, we can report in 

upper limit to the branching ratio of 

T (A - K 0K) 
- 	 <0.0025. 
r (A - 

The preferred quantum ni.mhers for the A1 (JP = I or 2 ) rulc out 

decay into Kt 

3 B -.K° K 

Since the B meson decays into w7T, we know that it his qivumttmni 
G 	+ . 	 3i. 

numbers 1 1. For a K- system we know that 
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Table X. 	Decay 	nguIar distributionsTof theA. 
fit to Z A 	P 	(cosO). 

-. n 	n 	n 5 

Degres Confidence 

Order A 
0 

A 
1 

A 	A 	A 

	

3 	4 
2 

X 

of 
freedom 

level 

(%) 

0 1.00 -- -- 	-- 	- 35.5 9 0.0 
• ±0.21 

1 0.78 1.09 -- 	-- 	-- 19.2 8 1.4 
±0,13 ±0.27 

A 	at 2 1.04 1,27 1.27 	-- 	-.- 6.7 7 46.1 

3.2 0eV/c ± 0.15 ± 0.28 ± 0.36 

3 1.07 1.05 1.10 	-0,57 	-- . 4.6 6 59.1 
• ± 0.15 ± 0.31 ±0.38 	± 0.40 

4 1.10 1.03 1.29 	-0.39 	0.63 3.1 5 68.8 
± 0.15 ± 0.31 ± 0.41 	± 0.41 	± 0.50 

0 1.00 -- -- 	-- 	-- 345 4 0.0 
±0.26 

A 0  at 2 
2 3.36 . 7.91 	-- 	-- 11.7 3 0.9 

3.2 GeV/c ± 0.44 ± 1.18 

4 3.87 -- 10.61 	-- 	5.70 6.9 2 	• 3.2 
• 	• ±0.46 ± 1.46 	 ±1.83 

0 1.00 -- -- 	-- 	-- 9.3 9 41.1 
±0.34 

Aat 1 1,00 0,00 --• 	-- 	-- 9.3 8 .31.9 

4.2 0eV/c ± 0.34 ±0.66 

2 1.13 -0.36 1.07 	-- 	. -- 7.4 7 38.8 
± 0.35 ± 0.71 ± 0.78 

0 1.00 • 	-- -- 	-- 	-- 6.5 4 16.5 	• 
Aat 	. • ±0,33 . . . 

4.2 0eV/c 2 1.82 -- 3,43 	-- 	-- 1.1 3 77.7 
±0.42 ±1.04 

• 	. 	 • 	• 	 . 	.• 	 • 
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G 	(-)Y' 	 (13) 

and that 

p 
	

(14) 

We can therefore see that K O K O  decay is impossible for the B °  and that 

the B meson will decay into KK only if its spin-parity is odd. Never-

theless we may calculate the branching ratio 

R = F(B -K°K) 	
(15) 

2 F(B ) 

•The B meson is produced extremely peripherally [0.0 A 
2 	0.35 

(BeV/c) 2 ] in this film. 38  The Chew-Low plot of Fig. 10(b) shows no 

enhancement in the low 	region for 1.35 	M2KR 1.65 BeV 2 . We 

get an upper limit of 0.02 br R 2  by assigning all eight events in this 

region to B decay. Doubt has recently been cast on the existence of the 

B as a resonant state. 38  Our data are certainly consistent with the 

• hypothesis of no B. Since only the odd spin-parity, assignments allow 

KR decay, other spin-parity assignments for the B are consistent with 

our data. We shall discuss the ir de .cay mode of the B in Sec. Ill. F. 

.4. f - K O K O , , 1' (1500) - K O K O  

The branching ratio 

F(fK) 

has been reported in a previous paper. 	Since most of the events over 

background come from A O  decay, it is difficult to assign an accurate 

value to R
39 

 so we have calculated an upper limit to this fraction by 

using ten events in the interval 1200 MKR 	1300 on the histogram of 
39 

Fig. 9 (e). Using our final data and the data of Jacobs, 	we get an 

upper limit of 0.025 for P. 3 . Our data are certainly consistent with 

R3 =0.. 	 . 

We find no evidence for the production of the f'(1500) reported 

by Barnes et al. 40  'We have calculatea one -standard-deviation upper 

limits to the cross sections for the processes ip -* nf', f' - KK and 

1Tp - nf!,. f 	K 0 K r+. The results at 3.1 and 4.0 BeV/c are 
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3.1 BeV/c 	4.0 BeV/c 

(f' KR) 	< 4;0 b 	 < 5.5 b 

(f' K0K±m+) < LU b 	 < 1.5 b 

5. K 1K 1  Threshold Enhancements 

-- 

Several authors have reported a strong 1 0, J 
p 

= U 
+ 

KK 

enhancement at low KR mass. 	We observe this enhancement at 

all our beam momenta. The most striking feature of this enhancement 

is that.it is produced at extremely low 	as shown by the Chew-Low 

plots of Figs. 10(d), 10(e), and 10(f). This strongly suggests produc-

tion by rr-exchange, in which case Bose statistics demands that 1 = 0 for 

the threshold enhancement. A further test of the isospin may be made 

with the triangle inequality for production of an 1 1 particle (here 

called T): 

.j2a o 	'.jcr + 	T 	
+ 'Ju 	 (17) 

	

ip-~ T n 	 p - 	p 	p - Tp 

If we use the data of Lander et al. 	(who have studied the reaction 

at 3.5 BeV/c) and our data at 3.2 BeV/c, Eq. (17) becomes 

j60 j6.0± 6.0 ± j 1.4 ± 1.4kb (1$) 

Since Eq. (18) is not well satisfied, we have further evidence that the 

effect.has I = 0. Figures 13(c) and 13(d) show the decay angular dis-

tribution and the Treiman-Yang angular distribution for events with 

1.0 75 BeV. They are consistent with the isotropic distributions 
p + predicted for the production of a J 	0 state by ir-exchange.  

In a study of irp interactions at 6.0 BeV/c, Crennell et al. 43 

observed a resonant state [the S 4 (1068)] which decays into K O K O . The 

enhancement in our data is more naturally interpreted as the manifesta-

tion of a large scattering length in the I = 0 KR system. If we use the 

zero -effective -range approximation 45  and define the complex scattering 

length A as a 0  + ib 0 , then the differential cross section becomes 46  

M 2k. 	2 2 	 h 
da _22 	t 	jAd 	 0 	 _

09) 
Mk p 	( + M) [(1 + bOkR) + (aOkK) 1 
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40 
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0.0 	1.0 	0 	60 	120 	180 
Decay cosine 	 Treiman-Yang angle (deg) 

Fig.. 13. Data .fr.bm  nK O K O  final states at all momenta. (a) K O K O  effective 

mass distribution. Curves compare the zero effective range 
MtJB-11516 

approximation with a resonance shape at 1.068 MeV. (b) Distribution 

of A,  to the neutron for events with
MKR 

 1.075 MeV. The curve is 

the prediction of one .pion excha.nge. (c and d) Histograms of cos 6 

and [defined in Fig. 7(h)] for events with 
MKR  1.075 MeV. In 

(c) and (d) two points have been plotted for each event. 
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A meaningful fit to a 0  and b 0  is impossible with the sparse data at hand. 

We have calculated curves for various values of a 0  and b 0  to see how 
47 

well they fit the cross section and shape of the effect. 	We have plotted 

several of these curves on Fig. 13(a) along with a resonance shape for 

the S (M = 1068, F 80 MeV). Figure 13(b) shows the 	distribution 

for events with MK K 
	

1.075 BeV. 	The curve on the histogram is 

what we expect for one -pion exchange. 48 

The data in Fig. 13 are .rom all the momenta of this experi-

ment. The data for the separate momentum intervals appear in Fig. 9. 

The only hint of S production is in the 4.0 BeV/c data. The two events 

over background correspond to_a cross section of 3 b at 4.0 BeV/c for 

• 	the process ir p -nS', S 	KK. This compares with 15 1h at 6.0 

• 	BeV/c reported by Crennell et al. 	We calculate one -standard-deviation 

upper limits to this cross section of 2.0 FJ.b at 2.0 BeV/c, and 3.0 pb at 

3.1 BeV/c. Our events are not produced as peripherally as those of 
43 Crennell et al. , 
	

but this is probably a continuation of the trend of 

more peripheral production at highe± momenta (as predicted on the basis 

of one -pion exchange). 

K ° K Threshold Enhancement 

Recent papers on pp annihilations at rest give evidence for the 

production of an 1 = 1 state of mass = 1000 MeV observed to decay into 
0 - 49 - 51 

K K . 	Our data are consistent. with a production cross section of 

zero for such a state. The five events over background in Fig. 8(11) 

around this mass correspond to a cross section at 3.1 BeV/c of 1.4 ± 1.4 

b. The two events over background in Fig. 8(g) correspond to a cross 

section of only 0.25 ± 0.50 pb at 2.0 BeV/c. 

y* 
 Production and Decay 

The Y(1520) is produced at the three momentum intervals of 

this experiment, though at.the highest momentum the cross section is 

considerably reduced. The Y(1520) is made peripherally, as shown 

by the Chew-Low plots of Fig. 14. The most likely exchange mechanism 

isK exchange indicated in the diagram of Fig. 12(b). 

The total cross section for Y(1520) production can be deter- 

mined only if -we take into account the ZTr and ATrir decay modes of the 
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Y(15ZO). These final states, which have been studid by H;trdy 2t  iii 

the same sample of film, produced the reu1ts gi\en in Tablic XL The 

branching fractions have been calculated on the basis of events at iA tl 

momenta and are in mild disagreement with the accepted values. 	We 
5 • 	 have assumed a p dependence for phase space in order to calculate the 

• 	 relative rate.s of pK and riR °  decay. Then we have used oiiy the uk 

data, since the detection efficiency and the indistinguishability of th(I 

make diffi ul t an stimali on of the amount of Y( I 20) i  rodu lion 
• . 	 from the nK O K O  final state. 	 . 	. 

In the NK channel we see no indication that the Y( 1660) is pro-
• . 	. duced at any mpmenta of this experiment [Figs. 8(d), 8(e), and 

• 	 The Y(18i5) appears to be produced in the 3.8 to 4.2 BeV/c 

• 	. 	region of momentum, as shown in the pK - effective -mass histogram of 

Fig.. 8(f). The bump on the curve of Fig. 9(c) is the corresponding 

amount expected in the nK 9  system. At 2.9 to 3.3 13eV/c there is hint 

in the pK effective -mass distribution [Fig. 8(e) I that the Y ( t8i 

being produced, but we feel that the enhancement is coiisistiit with its 

being a statistical fluctuation. The nK mass histogram for 2.9 to 3.3 

BeV/c [Fig. 9 (h)] is rather hard to interpret in the 1815 MeV region . 

because the K 1 K 1  threshold enhancement produces events in this mai ss 

region. 

E Tr P nK+K 

The nK k -. events are particularly difficult to analyze, esje - 

cially when the beam momentum is higher than 2.5 BeV/c. 	In order 

for an event to be tried for such a final state, one of the two cha rd 

K's. must decay •i in the charn be r •  Furthermore the lengi Ii . a n d cur va - 

tures of the two tracks made by the K's must be such that a reasonably 

accurate momentum measurement for each track is possible. Conse -•. 	•• 

quently our sample is biased in favor of events with iow K momentum. 

All those events for which the nK+K final state was the best. fit were 

looked at on the scan table to checkfor consistency with that hypothesis. . 

At the higher momenta this procedure was less el:tective hec.'iii Sc tin 

bubble densities of more tracks were close to minimum. At the low 

beam momentum (1.5 to 2.3 13eV/c), about .so% of the events were 
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discarded by this method. Usually it could be shown that the trach with 

a momentum change was made by a f decay or by a scattering Tr - At 

the higher beam momenta, about 40% of the events Were discarded by 

this method. To try to reduce the background still farther we used only 

the unambiguous events in the subsequent analysis. We believe the 

events at low momentum contained less than 1016 background, but the 

events at high momentum could have contained 50% background. Figure 

15 shows the effective-mass histograms and Dalitz plots for the events 

which unambiguously fit nK+K. The low-momentum interval has been 

slightly shifted to accept a few events slightly below 1600 Me V/c. 

The most striking feature of the data is the enhancement at iow 

momentum in the region of KK effective mass centered arouid 100 

MeV. We interpret these data as evidence for production and decay of 

the 4 meson. 

1. 	K+K 

A fit to the data at low momentum gives the mass and width of 

the as M=1021±4 MeVand F= 10±3 MeV. These values are consis-

tent with the accepted values of 1019.5 MeV and 3.3 MeV if we take into 

account the 5-MeV resolution in the K+K  effective mass. The curve of 

Fig. 15(g) is for M10Z1 MeV, 1'= 10MeV., and an amount of 4 equal 

to 40%. An amount of Kg threshold enhancement equal to zo% has also 

been added. This is our be:st estimate of the amount we would expect 

on the basis of the amount we see in the nK OK O  final state. The curves 

at the higher momenta are for 100% phase space. 

Since these events are those in which a charged K has decayed 

in the chamber, they represent a small, biased sample. In order to 

determine the nature of the biases and a value for the detection efficiency, 

we generated anumber of Monte Carlo events of the type Tip - n, using 

• 	 the program FAKE. 20 
 The events were generated with the assumption 

• 	 of isotropic production and decay angular distributions. The detection 

efficiencies and cross sections for production are given in Table XII. 

We calculated the cross sections using the branching fraction of 0.48 ± 0.04 
+ - 	 54 • for - KK as determined by Lindsey. 	We display these cross sec- 

tions in Fig. 16 along with the cross sections for the reaction 7r n - po 
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Fig 15 Effective-mass histograms and Dalitz plots for nK+K at 1.5 

to 23 BeV/c (a, d, g, j), 29 to 33 BeV/c (b,e,h,k), and 38 to 4 

BeV/c (c, f, i, 1) The curves are for phase space and S-wave Breit-

Wigner shapes with M 4024 MeV and r= 10 MeV for the 4, and. . . 

M982 MeV and F30 MeV for the Kt threshold enhancernnt The 

scales on the hi.tograrns are in BeV; those on the Dalitz plots are 
2 inBeV, . 	 . 
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Table XII. Detection efficiencies and cross sections for, Tt 	p 

Momentum No. 	's over Efficiency Events Cross section 
(BeV/c) background (%) per 	b 

1.6 7±3 8 3±1.0 2 91 	34 29±15 

2.0 25 ± 6 6.3 ± 0.7 13.38 ±.67 30 ± 8 

26 0±1 38±19 299± 26 0±9 

3..1 2±2 2.5+0.6 12.8±.6 6±8 

4.0 1±1 1 3±0 4 5.6 	4 15±20 
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reported by other experimenters. 	-58 
 This reaction is related to 

rp - n4 by SU 3  and charge symmetry. The abscissa is the cnter-of-

mass momentum for the final state. The ordinate for the Tr + 

cross section is 50 times the ordinate for the ip 	n cross section. 

Other experimenters 961  with 	interactions have reported possible 

production of the meson through 	N+. The ratio of this cros 

section to the cross section for Tr + - N+ is about 1/70. 

The angular distributions for the events in the 1.005 to 1.035 

BeV K+K effective-ms interval are shown in Fig. 17. For compari-

son we show the same distributions for the nK O K I  data where we have 

restricted the KK °1  effective mass to be less than 1.075 BeV. The 

curves on Figs. 47(b), 17(d), and 17(f) are the distributions we would 

expect for isotropic production and decay angular distributions as deter-

mined by FAKE. The fact that the data are consistent with these curves 

verifies that the generated events are similar to the real, events. The 

fact that the production angular distributions for the K O K O  and K + K_  

systems are quite different is further evidence that the effect in the K+K_ 

system is caused by a different mechanism from the S-wave threshold 

enhancement. 

We have' corrected the angular distributions for detection effi-

ciency and give in Table XIII the results of a least-square,s fit to the 

corrected data., Although the decay angular distribution is consistent 

with being isotropic, a slightly better fit is obtained if linear and quad-

ratic terms in cosine .0 are also included. Since the spin-parity of the 

is 1, we expect constant and quadratic terms. The S-wave background 

known to be present could interfere with the P-wave decay of the, to give 

a linear term also. The angular distributions for production and decay 

are similar to the corresponding distributions reported by K:raemcr 
55 et al. 	who studied the reaction + 

We searched for evidence of the K °1K decay of the in two 

ways. (a) A rough calculation leads us to expect to find two events in 

which both the K and K O  are observed to decay in the bubble chamber. 

A scan of the film yielded three events with visible K O  and K O  decays 

which fit irp - nK 1K 2 . Of these three, one had a K O K O  effective mass 

in the d?  region. (b) We looked for events fitting K + mm and searched 
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Fig 17 Angular correlations for the meson compared with those for 

the KK 1  system at 1.5 to 2.3 BeV/c The curves on (b), (d), and (f) 

are what we would expect for isotropic production and decay angular 

distributions 
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Table XIII. Decay and production angular distributions 
forthefittoA 	P (cosO). n 	n 	n 

Degrees Confidence 

A A 	A 2 
of 

freedom  
level 

Order 0 1 	2 x 

0 1.00 -- 	-- 11.4 9 24,8 
±0.18 

Decay 	I LOU 0.20 	-- 11.1 8 19.5 
cosine ±0.18 ±0.36 

2 1.11 0.49 	0.99 6.9 7 44.3 
±0.19 ±0.36 	±0.48 

Production 	0 LOU -- 	-- 4.6 9 86.5 
cosine ±0.16 
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the film for cases in which the neutron momentum could he determined 

from a np - np scatter by measuring the momentum of the knock-on 

proton (either by its range or by the curvature of its track). Of the 25 

events we found that had reasonable fits to nK ° R ° , 7 of them had a 

effective mass within 35 MeV of the mass. Unfortunately the film con-

tained a high background of knock-on protons so that many of these events 

are not nK O K O  events. 

2. fK+K AK+K 

At the higher beam momenta where the f and A 0  are produced, 

the nK+K_  events could contain a large contamination. Even so it is 

interesting to check for possible decay of these states. if we use the 

detection efficiencies quoted in Table XII and the cross sections for 

production given in Table VIII, we find that we expect about six events •  

above background in the A2  region at 2.9 to 3.3 BeV/c, and abbut one 

event above background at 3.8 to 4.2 BeV/c. We find the data in Figs. 

15(h) and 15(i) consistent with these numbers. These data are also 

consistent with no decay of the f into K+K 

F. 7T t-'NKRir 

The effective-mass histograms for the four-body final states 

• 	are shown in Figs. 18 through 21. The pK+Kir, pK °° Tr, and pK ° Kr °  

final states have been grouped, and the nK ± K 0 Tr
T  final states have been 

grouped. The curves on the data are not computer fits but represent 

our best estimates for the amount and corresponding cross seëtions for 

resonance production shown in Table XIV. Resolutions are everywhere 

less than 1 MeV, and in the D and E regions themass resolution is 

slightly less than 10 MeV. 

Our best estimates for the mass and width of the D meson are 

M = 1283 ±5 MeV and F = 35±10 MeV. The parameters for theE meson. 

are more difficult to estimate but we get M =1420±20 MeV and F 60±20 

MeV. 

1. 7T p - nD, 7T p-nE 

The D and E mesons have been observed by other experiment- 
• 62,63 	 64,65 ers 	and have been discussed in previous papers on these data. 
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Fig. 18. Effective-mass histograms for the nKgir final states at 2.9 to 

3.3 BeV/c. Scales are in BeV. 
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events from all three final states. Scales are in BeV. 
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In Fig. 22, the four-body final states containing a proton are comp:ired 

with those containing a neutron. Figures 22(a) and 22(h) show how 

different the Kg1 effective mass distributions look because of E and D 

production n the final states containing a neutron. Those events with 

low Kg effective mass have been shaded to accentuate the difference. 

Figures 22(c) and 22(d) are scatter plots with two points per event. 

•The accumulation of events in the region of Fig. 22(d) where the E and 

K.(891) bands cross is evidence that the E meson decays predominantly 

by.KR and KK intermediate states. The Chew-Low plots of Fig. 22(e) 

and 22(f) further show the difference in structure between the charged 

and neutral Kg-rr systems. 

• 	 The isospins of both the D and the E mesons are most likely 

zero. These assignments have been favored by other authors also. 62,63  

The strongest argument against I = I is the lack of any enhancement in 

the negative-charge states of theKg,-r system. Although the production 

mechanisms of the D and E mesons are unknown, the hypothesis of pro-

duction by exchange of an I = I particle would lead to the predictions pre - 

sented in Table XV if the D. and the E mesons had I I. Since the numbers 

of eventsobse.rved don't agree well with the numbers predicted, we feel 

that the D and E mesons have I = 0. 

• 	 There is evidence that the D meson is produced at all momenta 

of our experiment above the threshold. Using our exposure at 2.6 BeV/c, 

we have determined the cross section for Trp ,-. nD, D - K±K0 , to be 

7.5 ±4 11b. The E meson, however, doesn't seem. to be produced at the 

3.8 to 4.2 momentum interval. Figures 23(a) and .23(b) show how the 

scatter plots differ at the two momenta. 

Figures 23(c) and 23(d) show the production angular distributions 

for the D and E mesons. For the D meson we have taken events with 

* 	, 	1245 MeV MKRTr  1325 MeV. For the E meson we have taken events 

with 1360 MeV M g 	1480 MeV and with one of the two KTr systems 

• in the 841 to 941 MeV mass interval.. The E and D mesons appear to be 

produced peripherally- -perhaps by the exchange of an T. = I particle. 

The G-parities of, the D and E mesons could best be determined 

by observation of a KKir 0  or KKrr °  decay mode indicating a G-parity 

of + and - respectively Unfortunately, the presencc of the neutron 
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usually makes it impossible to fit the nK 0 R 0 ii 0  final states. We looked 

at events fitting KK?1  + mm and searched the film for cases where the 

neutron momentum could be determined from a np - np scatter. We 

found only seven cases with an acceptable fit to rrp nKKii ° . This 

nümberof events was too sr.all to serve as a conclusive test of the G. 

paritiesof either the D or the E rnesons. 
PG. We have attempted to determine the J 	quantumnumbers of 

the D and E nesonsby analyzing their decays into KR1r. Figures 24(a) 

and 24(b) show the Dalitz plots for D and E decay. We have demanded 

that 1245 MeVM" -

V 

 1325 MeV for the D events and that 1360 MeV
Tr 

M. 	140 Mefor the E events. The D mesons tend to decay ii 

such a way that the KR effective mass is small. We can't determine 

whether this effect comes from an I = I KR enhancement or a construc - 
* 

tive interference of the K (891) with the R' (89.1). The Dalitz plot for. 

the E meson 'shows the crossing K(89I) and R*(891)  bands. Matrix 

elements for D and.E decay which take into account the K (891) reso 

nance have been caLculated. They are discussed in detail in Appendix B. 

We have chosen to describe the decays in terms of the KR 

effective mass and the internal decay angle 
6KR  shown in. Fig. 7(c). 

The weihted distributions of these quantities are shown ir Figs. 24(c) 

through 24(f).: We have used the same events that appear in the. Dalitz 

plots and have plotted two, points per event in the angular distributions. 

The curve's on the distributions from the D meson are the three 

best fits to the angular distribution. Of these three c.ases, the JPG 

case is the best fit to the KR effective-mass distribution. If we consider 

how well the different JPG 
 assignments fit the two distributions simül.-

taneouSly, we favor the 1 assignment, with 2t0 	and 1+_  being 

the next rnostlikely. 	 . 

The curve's on the distributions from the E meson are for 
PG 	++ 	. -+'  

= I and 0 . The large amount of background in these distribu- 

tions makes a definite determination of the quantum numbers. impossible, 
++ 	-+ but on the basis of the curves we favor I , with 2 and 0 being the 

next most likely.  

For both the D and E mesons the angular distributions show no 

tendency towa.rd dràpping at co.aKR  I = 1.0. This strongly rules out 
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the 
JP = i and 2+  assignments because such assignments predict no 

eventsat IcosGKgI_L0. 

Note that the strong decay modes are quite restricted for par.- 

tides with M 1450 MeV; 1G = O, and J 	0, (+, or 2. The only 

two particle decays allowed are Apr, K., and RK . Allowed three 

particle.decays are Kir, .irirp, and rrTrrl. The fact that the:D and E 

mesons:have been observed only in the KRTr channel can be considered' 

weak evidence in favor of the 1, 2, or0:+  assignments. 

The production angular distributions suggest production of the 

D and E mesons by some exchange mechanism The favored quantum 

numbers of the D and E rule out ir, p, r, and w exchange. The only 

single-particle, candidates remaining are the heavier A 1  (if 3 p = I + 

and A2  mesons. 	'. 	 .. 

The possibility that the E meson could be a kinerñatical enhance-

ment has been discussed by Month. 66  The fact that the K*(89()  has a 

width as large as 50 MeV makes a verification of the model difficult. 

Our data are consistent with the model but by no means prove its validity. 

We might expect the D and E mesons to decay into four pions 
30. 	. via rrrrp decay Chung, 	who has studied the nrr it Tr rr final states in 

this film, reorts an effect in the 4rr effective mass consistent with no 

decay into TrTrp for both the D and E mesons. On the basis of his data, 

we can give one -standard-deviation upper limits on the branching ratios 

of 

r(D 	itiip) 	< 2.0; 	liE 	irirp) . 	
< 2.0. 

F(D,.K0K±iT+) 	F(E-K°Krr) 

We are unable to investigate the -7Trrj decay modes of the D and 

E mesons in this experiment. 

2. B*$ 

A search Was made for the possible decay mode B' - 4 by 

assuming the following production and decay sequences: 

	

irp-'pB 	- 
IT 	 (20) 

LK+K- 
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Figure 25 is a scatter plot of the KK effective mass against the KR1T 

effective mas for those events which fit either pK+K_n_  or pK 0 R ° Tr 

(only oneK 	ecay:.in the chamber). There is . oniy one event (where we 

expect a background of one event) in the rectaxgle defined by 1005 MeV 

M. 	1.035 Meg, and 1.160 MeV M.K_ 	1.280 MeV. This turns
Tr  

Out to be a pK+K. event. If we assume 0±5 events in the PK 9 K O Tr -

(-K O seen) channel ánd use the data of Chung, 30 
 we can estimate an upper 

limit for the branching ratio of 

F(B 	TrO < 0.015. 	 (21.) 

This result agrees with the prediction of zero made by sereral.authors. 67, 68 

3. Double-Resonance Production 

The simultaneous production ofY( 1520) and K(891) is the only 

Case of double-resonance production we can detect. Figure 26 shows the 

scatter plots of the KTr effective mass against the pK effective mass; 

The two plots are for the pK K TT final states at 2.9 to 3.3 BeV/c and 

at 38 to 4.2 BeV/c. We estimate 10±5 events above background in the 

region of overlappingbands for the data at 2.9 to 3.3 BeV/c. This 

corresponds to a 4.0±2.5 p.b cross section for Trp - Y(1520) K (891.), 

Y(1520) - pK. The data at 3.8 to•4.2 BeV/c are consistent with no 

double -resonance production. An assignment of five events over back-

ground .yield an upper limit  of 5 b for the 	p 	Y(1520.) K(89t), 

Y(152:0) 	pK cross section at 3.8 to 4.2 BeV/c. 

G. rrp- NKRTrIT 

The numbers of events in the five-body final states are given 

in Tables II and IV. These numbers are too small to allow a meaningful 

analysis of any single final state. However, we have been able to deter-

mine cross sections for these states. All the effective mass distribu-

tions have been examined and are consistent with phase space. In Fig. 27 

we show the KTr,T effectve -mass distribution for all the five-body final 

states at 3.8 to 4.2 Be V/c. 
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IV, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

We have shown that many of the fInal. state S co:taini ug a KK 

pair proc ced. th rough i.ntermedjate me s onant states. In 	rti c dam, we 

have strong evidence that the j is produced ii. the reaction iT  

The cross sections for resonance productibn are summr rizeçi in TabLe 

XVL 

We have presented strong evidence that the quantum numburs 
- of the A2  meson are I G P J 	

+ 
I even (J = 0 excluded). 'l hough. our data 

are not conclusive, we favor the 1GJ 	0l assignment for the D and 

E mesons. 

The D and E inesons have not yet been urambiguous1 y as sig ned 

to SU mnultiplets, but the similarity of their favored quantum numnbers 

tempts one to hypothesize that they are the mixinc members of an bU 

nonet. The possibility that the D ai - d E me sons form, a fonet with the 

A 1  and the C'meson ot)served.by A.rmteteros et ai 69  hus been discussed 

by Fiatt. 70 He concludes that such a rionet is consiste it 'with the tvail 

able data, if we make the D meson primarily octet and the E meson pri - 

manly singlet 

We would like to suggest as future experiments a iT d run at 
+ 

1.9 BeV/c to' study the reaction ii n '-'pq,  an d a 
-I- 

r d run around 2t Be V/c 

to study the reaction Trmn - pD 

We feet that final states involving KR. pairs have 'been studied 

extensively up to 4.2 13eV/c:. A further study in the .hydrogen bubble 

chamber at higher energies will, be dilficult for several reasons: (a) 

The total cross section for KR procluc tion in three -body and four --body 

final states is lower in this region. (b) Because the number of possible 

channel s is higher, it is difficult to get meaningful statistics in any one 

final state. (3) The final states with five or more nartieles contain a 

higher proportion. of states with more than one nnuetecta hie neutral. 

(d) The proportion of ambiguous events will increase because of the 

presence of more available hypotheses and because of the increasing 

difficulty in resolving events by using track bubble density. 
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'fable XVI. 	Cross scclonh for reso aoce prOduction. 

Momentum Cross seCtion 
- Process (13(!V,/c} 

1.8-2.2 <1.1 

pA, A 	- K ° K 2.9 -3.3 <0.9 

3.8-3.2 <0.7 
2.9-3.3 

<2.3 
- pB, B 	K°K 

3.8-4.2 <2.1 

2.9 -3,3 18.2 *4.0 
pA, A 	K°K 

3.8-4.2 17.1±4.7 

1.8-2.2 31.6 	8.0 

- n + (KR threshold enhancement) 2.9-3.3 30.0* 10,0 

3.8-4.2 36.0± 15,0. 

1.88-1.71 29.0 * 15.0 

1.8-2.2 30.0*8.0 

np 	n 2.58-2.63 0.0±9,0 

2.9-3.3 6.0±8.0 

3.8-4.2 15.0±20.0 

2.9-3.3 <9.0 
ni ° , 	í 	K 

3.8-4.2 <3.0 

2.9-3,3 36.2 * 10.0 

	

A ° 	A ° -Kg 

	

2 	2 • 3.8-4.2 17.6 *9,0 

1.8-2.2 208± 5.0 

Y(1520) K ° , 	Y(15z0) - 2.9-3.3, 24.2 ±5.0 

3.8-4.2 12.2 *6.0 

Y(1660) K ° , 	Y(1660) 	i'JR 
2.9-3.3 <2.8 

3.8-4.2 < 1.4 

Y(1815) K ° , 	Y(1815) 
2.6±2.0 

3.84.2 20.0* 8.0 

2.58-2.63 7.5 *4.0 

nD D 	K ° Kn 2.9-3.3 7.0± 2.0 

3.8-4.2 10.0±4.0 

- 
a p 	nE E - K K 

2.9-3.3 17.0±5.0 

3.8-4.2 3.0* 2.0 

* 2.9-3.3 32.0* 8.0 
nEK 

3.8-4.2 15.0±5.0 

2.9-3.3 22.0* 8.0 
- pEE

' 3.8-4.2 20.0 *9.0 

n - P- y(1520) Ks, 
a 
 Y( 1520) 

2.9-3.3 17.0±8.0 

3.8-4.2 20.0±9.0 

- 	* 
p 	Y 0 (1520) K 	Y 0 (1520) 	NR 

2.9-33 8.0±4.7 	• 

3 8 4 2 <9 3 

a. 	Y 5Ks includes Y 5K ' , 	- 
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APPENDICES 

A. The Density Matrix 

We will discuss the density matrix only for the decay of a 

spin-two particle into two spin-zero particles (A 2  -- KR). We will use 

the coordinate system shown in Fig. 7(b) and will quantize angular 

momentum projections along the beam direction (z -axis). 

The;densitr matrix formalism is discussed briefly by Williarhs 71  
72 

and in detail by Faflo. 	The initial state of the A 2  may be desdribed 

as a statistical mixture of pure states ., with statistical weights w.. 

When the A 2  decays, its spin is transformed into orbital angular momen-

tum. If the A2  starts in a single pure state 	then the decay amplitude 

is descHbed by 

= 	m y (, ), 	 (Al) 

m-Z 

where Y(O, i s the spherical harmonic with magnetic quantum number 

m. The decay distribution is then 

Oil m  Y(6,)U 	 (AZ) 

m-Z j-Z 

If we now imagine that the A2  starts as a statistical mixture, the decay 

distribution becomes 

I() 	 w2 	O i*i [Y(6,)]* 	(A3) 

ilflj 

We can define the density matrix elements 

	

mjui2im(2ij 	 (A4) 

to get 
rn IMO = I 	mj Y(G,) Y(o,) 	 (A5) 

rnj 

From the definition of ° 	it is clear that 
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p 	=p 	. 

mj 	jm 
(A6) 

We further nOrmalize by imposing the condition 

zpmm. 
 =1.. (A?) 

m 

Conservation of par'ity in the decay tells us that 1(0, 1) = 101 

Imposition of this, condition requires the relation 

()m+3 	
. -m-j 	 rnj 

 

• 	It is.convenient to define the matrix 

A = {Y(G,, 	Y(0,), 	Y(0,), 	 Y 2 (0,)J,  

and to think of the p..  elements in a matrix. 	Then the decay angular 
mJ 

distribtitionbecomes 

1(0,) = Ap At, 	 , (AlO) 

• 	 .. 	i . 	73 
where the density matrix s given by 

7 	P22 	021 	P20 	Zl 

I 	* 
/ 	P21 	P11 	P10 	p 1, _ 1  

p = 
	( 	

p0: 	p 0 	 p0 	p 0  (All) 

-P10 

Z2 	2-1 	2O 	21. 

Evaluation of Eq. (AlO) gives Eq. (1.1) in the text. 

_* 	- * 
B. 	atrix Elements for I = 0 Decay into KK 	and KK 

We have c nstructed thd matrix elements for I = 0 decay, into 
74 

KK 	and RK 	using the approach discussed by Zemach, • 	The total 

system is in an. eigenstate of G so that the matrix element, must be of 

the form  

= M(K) + G M (t<K), 	.. (El) 
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where G = ± 1 and M.(KK ) are functional forms depending on the assumed 
_* 

spin and party. The forms for M(KK ) are given in T.ble XVtI as a 

function of  

The relative.K, 	angular momentum, 

The amplitude for K decay into K 

rM/M 

- (M - 4)+i F M/4 (p/p 0 ) 3
Tr  

where F =50 MeV,. M0  89 MeV, M = Krr effective mass, 

p = KTr relative momentum in the 	rest frame, p 0  576 MeV/c, 

and the four-vectors 75 	 . 	. 

W = K -K :- iT (relative K*, K momentum) 

T = K - iT ...( relative K, 7T momentum) 
F1 	11 	F1 	 ,. 

ID =K +K . + 	( total momentum) . 	 . 

. 	(the polarization vector of the  
76 

- 	, 	(polarization tensor for the .whole system.) 

R = -w + ( Mr DV/D D .) D (promoted W ) . 

The tensor 	-g + (DD/DXD 

The completely antisymmetric syfribol c. 

The matrix elements were integrated over an S-wave Breit-

Wigner shape for the E meson (mass = 1420 MeV, F = 70 MeV) and the 

D meson (mass. = 1285 MeV, I= 35 MeY) to give the curves of Figs 28 

and29. 	 . 	 . 

- 	 - 
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Table XVII. 	Decay matrix elements. 

M(KR)  

o ..VW 
V 

_VWXDY.p 
VXff p 

o r& 

z [R V RX - 	RRö] 

2 2 f W 	D-Y 	6v  W 	€ 
V 	aô 

V 1L 

2 3 T ..VXT[R R R 	-!R  R° (ö 	R 	+5 	R 	+5 	R)} 
v 	X 	o 	S 	 cr 	Xo a 	vX 	 v 11 



1: 

1 JPG fl •• 
to 

to 
	

t.2 

JpG=1 -- 

I.' 

-75- 

-1.0-0.6-0.2 01 0.6 10-10-0.6 -0.2 0.2 0.6 10 	1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.00 1.05 IN 1.15 1.20 

Cos 8 KR 	 MK (6eV) 	 - 

Fig. 28. Squares of matrix elements integrated for the D .  meson. The 

functional forms are given in Table XVII. 
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I- 

I. 

-1.0-0.6 -0.2 0.2 0.6 1.O-I.0 -0.6 -0.2 0.2 0.6 1.0 	10 	Ii 	1.2 	1.3 	1.410 	II 	1.2 	1.3 	1.4 	 r 

Cos8KR 	 M 	(BeV) 

Fig. 29. Squares f matri,ç elements integrated for the E meson, The 

functional forms are given in Table XVtI. 
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